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Perfect Spy
During the Vietnam War, Time reporter Pham Xuan An
befriended everyone who was anyone in Saigon,
including American journalists such as David
Halberstam and Neil Sheehan, the CIA's William
Colby, and the legendary Colonel Edward
Lansdale—not to mention the most influential
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army. None of them ever guessed that he was also
providing strategic intelligence to Hanoi, smuggling
invisible ink messages into the jungle inside egg rolls.
His early reports were so accurate that General Giap
joked, "We are now in the U.S. war room." In Perfect
Spy, Larry Berman, who An considered his official
American biographer, chronicles the extraordinary life
of one of the twentieth century's most fascinating
spies.

Agent Garbo
From the New York Times bestselling author of A
Legacy of Spies. John le Carré’s new novel, Agent
Running in the Field, is coming October 2019. Over
the course of his seemingly irreproachable life,
Magnus Pym has been all things to all people: a
devoted family man, a trusted colleague, a loyal
friend—and the perfect spy. But in the wake of his
estranged father’s death, Magnus vanishes, and the
British Secret Service is up in arms. Is it grief, or is the
reason for his disappearance more sinister? And who
is the mysterious man with the sad moustache who
also seems to be looking for Magnus? In A Perfect
Spy, John le Carré has crafted one of his crowning
masterpieces, interweaving a moving and unusual
coming-of-age story with a morally tangled chronicle
of modern espionage.

Soldier Spy
'The most formidable spy in history' IAN FLEMING 'His
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PHILBYLarry
'The spy
to end
spies' JOHN LE CARRÉ Born of a German father and a
Russian mother, Richard Sorge moved in a world of
shifting alliances and infinite possibility. In the years
leading up to and during the Second World War, he
became a fanatical communist – and the Soviet
Union's most formidable spy. Combining charm with
ruthless manipulation, he infiltrated and influenced
the highest echelons of German, Chinese and
Japanese society. His intelligence proved pivotal to
the Soviet counter-offensive in the Battle of Moscow,
which in turn determined the outcome of the war
itself. Drawing on a wealth of declassified Soviet
archives, this is a major biography of one of the
greatest spies who ever lived.

Need to Know
As almost 13-year-old Ben, a student at the CIA's
academy for future intelligence agents, prepares to
go to spy summer camp, he receives a death threat
from the evil organization SPYDER.

The Greatest Traitor
When wealthy Brittany Ellis and Alex Fuentes, a gang
member from the other side of town, develop a
relationship after Alex discovers that Brittany is not
exactly who she seems to be, they must face the
disapproval of others.

Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Spy
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George Smiley,
an agent atAgent
the very
highest
level of
British Intelligence, enters the twilight world of
espionage and his own past when he is assigned to
discover which of his four closest colleagues is a
double agent.

No Peace, No Honor
Known as Fritz to his German spy-handlers and ZigZag to the British secret service, Eddie Chapman was
a man of many faces. While his early life was rife with
petty crime, gang activity and a dishonourable
discharge from the British military, Chapman's unique
skills were eventually sought out by Nazi Germany,
and after convincing them he could use his criminal
contacts to sabotage the English forces, he was
quickly recruited. But Chapman's loyalty to his
country knew no limits. A talented, handsome, and
reckless Englishman, Chapman was a traitor on the
surface but a fearless patriot on the inside. After
cracking Germany's military code, the British sought
Chapman for their own affairs, and Chapman was
happy to oblige. Eventually being awarded the
prestigious Nazi Iron Cross for services to Germany
while acting as a double agent for Britain, Chapman's
espionage efforts involved masterful deceit and feats
which few men alive could ever boast of. Eddie
Chapman's life story is an unbelievable journey of
crime, jail-breaks, treachery, and love. He was
responsible for saving countless lives during his
career, cementing himself as the ultimate double
agent during World War II.
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Studies in Intelligence
Illuminates the bankruptcy of the campaign against
North Vietnam

Lyndon Johnson's War: The Road to
Stalemate in Vietnam
“Painstakingly researched and crafted, Larry
Berman’s Zumwalt is a compelling and rich portrait of
one of the nation’s great patriots.” —Walter
Anderson, former editor and CEO of Parade Zumwalt
is a compelling portrait of the controversial military
man who is widely regarded as the founder of the
modern U.S. Navy, Admiral Elmo Russell “Bud”
Zumwalt. Chief of Naval Operations during the
decades-long Cold War crisis, Zumwalt implemented
major strategic innovations that endure to this day,
especially in his campaign against racism and sexism
throughout the fleet. Larry Berman, the author of
Perfect Spy, offers a fascinating, detailed look at an
extraordinary man—winner of the Presidential Medal
of Freedom—an inspiring portrait of leadership that is
essential in these troubled times.

A Spy Among Friends
Explores the lives and daring deeds of spies during
the Cold War using photos, original sources, maps,
timelines, and little known facts.

The Penguin History of Modern Vietnam
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“Ben Macintyre’s
rollicking,Agent
spellbinding
Agent Zigzag
blends the spy-versus-spy machinations of John le
Carré with the high farce of Evelyn Waugh.”—William
Grimes, The New York Times (Editors’ Choice) “Wildly
improbable but entirely true . . . [a] compellingly
cinematic spy thriller with verve.”—Entertainment
Weekly NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY AND ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE NEW YORK TIMES
BOOK REVIEW AND THE WASHINGTON POST Eddie
Chapman was a charming criminal, a con man, and a
philanderer. He was also one of the most remarkable
double agents Britain has ever produced. In 1941,
after training as German spy in occupied France,
Chapman was parachuted into Britain with a revolver,
a wireless, and a cyanide pill, with orders from the
Abwehr to blow up an airplane factory. Instead, he
contacted M15, the British Secret service, and for the
next four years, Chapman worked as a double agent,
a lone British spy at the heart of the German Secret
Service. Inside the traitor was a man of loyalty; inside
the villain was a hero. The problem for Chapman, his
spymasters, and his lovers was to know where one
persona ended and the other began. Based on
recently declassified files, Agent Zigzag tells
Chapman’s full story for the first time. It’s a gripping
tale of loyalty, love, treachery, espionage, and the
thin and shifting line between fidelity and betrayal.

Bare Feet, Iron Will
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • FINALIST FOR THE
ITW THRILLER AWARD • Perfect husband. Perfect
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father. Perfect
liar? “Terrific.”—John
Grisham
“Superb.”—Lee Child “Breathtaking, heartpounding.”—Louise Penny “A fast-paced, relentlessly
gripping read.”—Chris Pavone Vivian Miller. Highpowered CIA analyst, happily married to a man she
adores, mother of four beautiful children. Until the
moment she makes a shocking discovery that makes
her question everything she believes. She thought
she knew her husband inside and out. But now she
wonders if it was all a lie. How far will she go to learn
the truth? And does she really . . . . . . NEED TO
KNOW? Film rights sold to Universal Pictures for
Charlize Theron • Rights sold in more than 20 markets
“Shaping up to be one of the year’s biggest new
thrillers.”—Entertainment Weekly “So timely . . . Think
of the perfect mix of Homeland and The Americans. . .
. Need to Know needs to be read by all who relish spy
novels. As entertaining as it is informative and as
irresistible as it is impossible to put
down.”—Providence Journal “Pulse-pounding.”—O:
The Oprah Magazine “Accomplished . . . a nonstop
thriller tapping into a hot mix of contemporary digital
counterintelligence, old-school spying and ageless
family drama.”—Shelf Awareness “An early contender
for next year’s Gone Girl.”—GQ (UK) “The Russia pageturner that should be on everyone’s list.”—New York
Post

Planning A Tragedy: The Americanization
of the War in Vietnam
"Takes an historically important decision, places it in
its immediate stream of policy development,
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perceptions and
events and
adds Larry
what was
missing
from the Pentagon Papers."—Richard E. Neustadt,
Harvard University "A thoroughly researched and
highly perceptive study of the decisions that turned
the tribal struggle in Vietnam into an American war.
Berman's book fully documents the role of domestic
policy in our tragic involvement. As one who watched
the process at firsthand. I commend Professor
Berman's book for its fairness and insight."— George
W. Ball

An Impeccable Spy
Long-awaited reissue of the first part of the classic
spy trilogy, GAME, SET and MATCH, when the Berlin
Wall divided not just a city but a world.

Harriet the Spy (Collins Modern Classics)
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The celebrated
author of Double Cross and Rogue Heroes returns
with his greatest spy story yet, a thrilling Americansera tale of Oleg Gordievsky, the Russian whose secret
work helped hasten the end of the Cold War. “The
best true spy story I have ever read.”—JOHN LE
CARRÉ If anyone could be considered a Russian
counterpart to the infamous British double-agent Kim
Philby, it was Oleg Gordievsky. The son of two KGB
agents and the product of the best Soviet institutions,
the savvy, sophisticated Gordievsky grew to see his
nation's communism as both criminal and philistine.
He took his first posting for Russian intelligence in
1968 and eventually became the Soviet Union's top
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working for MI6. For nearly a decade, as the Cold War
reached its twilight, Gordievsky helped the West turn
the tables on the KGB, exposing Russian spies and
helping to foil countless intelligence plots, as the
Soviet leadership grew increasingly paranoid at the
United States's nuclear first-strike capabilities and
brought the world closer to the brink of war.
Desperate to keep the circle of trust close, MI6 never
revealed Gordievsky's name to its counterparts in the
CIA, which in turn grew obsessed with figuring out the
identity of Britain's obviously top-level source. Their
obsession ultimately doomed Gordievsky: the CIA
officer assigned to identify him was none other than
Aldrich Ames, the man who would become infamous
for secretly spying for the Soviets. Unfolding the
delicious three-way gamesmanship between America,
Britain, and the Soviet Union, and culminating in the
gripping cinematic beat-by-beat of Gordievsky's nailbiting escape from Moscow in 1985, Ben Macintyre's
latest may be his best yet. Like the greatest novels of
John le Carré, it brings readers deep into a world of
treachery and betrayal, where the lines bleed
between the personal and the professional, and one
man's hatred of communism had the power to change
the future of nations.

The Spy and the Traitor
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A young woman is
caught up in a dangerous double life on behalf of her
country during World War II in Danielle Steel’s thrilling
new novel. At eighteen, Alexandra Wickham is
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presented to Communist
King George V
and Queen
in an
exquisite white lace and satin dress her mother has
ordered from Paris. With her delicate blond looks, she
is a stunning beauty who seems destined for a
privileged life. But fate, a world war, and her own
quietly rebellious personality lead her down a
different path. By 1939, Europe is on fire and England
is at war. From her home in idyllic Hampshire, Alex
makes her way to London as a volunteer in the First
Aid Nursing Yeomanry. But she has skills that draw
the attention of another branch of the service. Fluent
in French and German, she would make the perfect
secret agent. Within a year, Alex is shocking her
family in trousers and bright red lipstick. They must
never know about the work she does—no one can
know, not even the pilot she falls in love with. While
her country and those dearest to her pay the terrible
price of war, Alex learns the art of espionage, leading
to life-and-death missions behind enemy lines and a
long career as a spy in exotic places and historic
times. Spy follows Alex’s extraordinary adventures in
World War II and afterward in India, Pakistan,
Morocco, Hong Kong, Moscow, and Washington, D.C.,
when her husband, Richard, enters the foreign service
and both become witnesses to a rapidly changing
world from post-war to Cold War. She lives life on the
edge, with a secret she must always keep hidden.

Berlin Game
Most of the time, Clay Blackburn is your average,
bisexual, book scout in Berkeley, but sometimes he's
a would-be private detective—without a license, gun,
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or even a business
card. Despite
questionable
qualifications, people still come to him for help, and
he inevitably comes across more than his fair share of
trouble. Through it all, he's constantly seeking the
fountain of youth, the myth of paradise, the pie in the
sky—The Incredible Double. Fighting his way through
corporate shills, Berkeley loonies, and CEO thugs,
Clay struggles to understand the secret of The Double
and discover the true meaning of life. Joined by his
three trusty but goofy sidekicks—best friend and lefty
soldier of fortune Marvin, ex-FBI agent Bailey Dao,
and smarmy but debonair Dino Centro—Clay
confronts a host of bizarre characters, including drug
casualty turned poet Loose Bruce, conspiracy theorist
Larry Sasway, and Grace, the Tallulah Bankhead of
Berkeley. Together—and sometimes not so
together—they team up to foil Drugstore Wally, the
CEO with an evil plan.

Perfect Spy
The true account of the Nicholsons, the father and son
who sold national secrets to Russia. “One of the
strangest spy stories in American history” (Robert
Lindsey, author of The Falcon and the Snowman).
Investigative reporter and Pulitzer Prize–finalist Bryan
Denson tells the riveting story of the father and son
co-conspirators who betrayed the United States. Jim
Nicholson was one of the CIA’s top veteran case
officers. By day, he taught spycraft at the CIA’s
clandestine training center, The Farm. By night, he
was a minivan-driving single father racing home to
have dinner with his kids. But Nicholson led a double
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life. For moreCommunist
than two years,
he had
met
covertly
with agents of Russia’s foreign intelligence service
and turned over troves of classified documents. In
1997, Nicholson became the highest-ranking CIA
officer ever convicted of espionage. But his duplicity
didn’t stop there. While behind the bars of a federal
prison, the former mole systematically groomed the
one person he trusted most to serve as his stand-in:
his youngest son, Nathan. When asked to smuggle
messages out of prison to Russian contacts, Nathan
saw an opportunity to be heroic and to make his
father proud. “Filled with fascinating details of the
cloak-and-dagger techniques of KGB and CIA
operatives, double agents, and spy catchers . . . A
poignant and painful tale of family love, loyalty,
manipulation and betrayal.” —The Oregonian

Deep-Cover Spies and Double-Crossers of
the Cold War
During the Vietnam War, Time reporter Pham Xuan An
befriended everyone who was anyone in Saigon,
including American journalists such as David
Halberstam and Neil Sheehan, the CIA's William
Colby, and the legendary Colonel Edward
Lansdale—not to mention the most influential
members of the South Vietnamese government and
army. None of them ever guessed that he was also
providing strategic intelligence to Hanoi, smuggling
invisible ink messages into the jungle inside egg rolls.
His early reports were so accurate that General Giap
joked, "We are now in the U.S. war room." In Perfect
Spy, Larry Berman, who An considered his official
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extraordinary
of one of the twentieth century's most fascinating
spies.

Ho
The second book from best-selling author Lena
Rotmensz, The Perfect Actor is a spy story unlike any
other. The novel follows the life of Sasha, a young
Russian man who is unknowingly thrust into the world
of espionage. After Sasha endures the hardships of
war, his journey takes him through training at a spy
school. He ultimately becomes a Russian spy, living in
Poland. Over the course of his life, layers of Sasha's
character are revealed. Sasha struggles with his new
given identity -- a Polish Jew, as well as the
assignments he is expected to fulfill as a spy, his
passion for theater and becoming a renowned actor,
and his desire to free Poland from the Communist
regime. Much more than a Russian spy novel, this
book is both a study of the historical happenings in
Eastern Europe and its people, and of a man trying to
navigate his own private life and love affairs, amidst a
career of secrets and danger. With Sasha's insatiable
desire to be a "good man," will he perform the duties
expected of him, despite his morals? Will he betray
those he loves? And will he ever return to Russia?
Throughout The Perfect Actor, the reader will
encounter a myriad of human emotions, including:
love, fear, regret, despair, prejudice, curiosity, and
empowerment.

John le Carre
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Discover the sensual and sweeping power of love in
New York Times bestselling author Judith McNaught’s
contemporary romances that will make “you laugh,
cry, and fall in love again” (RT Book Reviews)—now
available for the first time on ebook. A rootless foster
child, Julie Mathison has blossomed under the love
showered upon her by her adoptive family. Now a
lovely and vivacious young woman, she is a respected
teacher in her small Texas town and is determined to
give back all the kindness she has received, believing
that nothing can ever shatter the perfect life she has
fashioned. Zachary Benedict is an actor whose
Academy Award-winning career was shattered when
he was wrongly convicted of murdering his wife. After
the tall, ruggedly handsome Zack escapes from a
Texas prison, he abducts Julie and forces her to drive
him to his Colorado mountain hideout. She’s
outraged, cautious, and unable to ignore the instincts
that whispers of his innocence. He’s cynical, wary,
and increasingly attracted to her. Desire is about to
capture them both in its fierce embrace but the
journey to trust, true commitment, and proving Zack’s
innocence is just beginning. “A mixture of virtue and
passion that is almost—ahem—perfect” (Kirkus
Reviews) this is a captivating tale that fans will adore.

The Incredible Double
NO PEACE NO HONOR takes readers inside the
negotiations that lead to the agreement Nixon
famously called 'peace with honour' and reveals that
the entire process was a sham. Through exhaustive,
meticulous research, Larry Berman provides
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conclusive evidence
that Kissenger
crafted
a deal he
and Nixon expected and actually wanted North
Vietnam to violate because it would allow them to
continue the bombing with no threat of a
congressional cut-off. Their secret plans to extend the
war, he argues, were aborted only with the onset of
the Watergate debacle. Tracing the step-by-step
deception of both the South Vietnamese and the
American public from initiatives that began as early
as 1969, through the disgraceful peace agreement
that cost the country it's honour, this extraordinary
book is a benchmark in the literature of Vietnam.

Zigzag
The Vietnamese are in the unusual situation of being
both colonizers themselves and the victims of
colonization by others. Their country expanded,
shrunk, split and sometimes disappeared, often under
circumstances way beyond their control. Despite
these often overwhelming pressures Vietnam has
survived and is universally recognized as forming one
of Asia's most striking and complex cultures. As more
and more visitors come to this extraordinary country,
there has been for some years a need for a major
history - a book which allows the outsider to
understand the many complex layers left by earlier
emperors, rebels, priests and colonizers. Vietnam's
role in one of the Cold War's longest conflicts has
meant that its past has been endlessly abused for
propaganda purposes and it is perhaps only now that
the events which created the modern state can be
seen through a truly historical perspective.
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Christopher Goscha
is a leading
Vietnam,
and this book draws on the latest research and
discoveries in Vietnamese, French and English. It is a
major achievement, describing both the grand
narrative of Vietnam's story but also many of the
remarkable byways and what ifs, and is particularly
strong on the countless minority groups who have
done so much over the centuries to define the many
versions of Vietnam.

Perfect Spy
#1 New York Times bestselling author Daniel Silva’s
celebrated debut novel, The Unlikely Spy, is “A
ROLLER-COASTER WORLD WAR II ADVENTURE that
conjures up memories of the best of Ken Follett and
Frederick Forsyth” (The Orlando Sentinel). “In
wartime,” Winston Churchill wrote, “truth is so
precious that she should always be attended by a
bodyguard of lies.” For Britain’s counterintelligence
operations, this meant finding the unlikeliest agent
imaginable—a history professor named Alfred Vicary,
handpicked by Churchill himself to expose a highly
dangerous, but unknown, traitor. The Nazis, however,
have also chosen an unlikely agent. Catherine Blake is
the beautiful widow of a war hero, a hospital
volunteer—and a Nazi spy under direct orders from
Hitler: uncover the Allied plans for D-Day From the
Paperback edition.

The Unlikely Spy
This true-life thriller describes Juan Pujol, a poultry
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farmer who opposed
the Nazis
and
concocted
a series
of staggering lies that lead to his becoming one of
Germany's most valued spies, while actually acting as
a double-agent for the Allies. 35,000 first printing.

A Perfect Spy
From bestselling author Ben Macintyre, the true
untold story of history's most famous traitor

Spy
The Spy Who Loved Us
One of the most influential leaders of the twentieth
century, Ho Chi Minh was founder of the Indochina
Communist Party and its successor, the Viet-Minh,
and was president from 1945 to 1969 of the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam). In
exploring the life and career of Ho Chi Minh, Pulitzer
Prize-winning author David Halberstam provides a
window into traditions and culture that influenced the
American war in Vietnam, while highlighting the
importance of nationalism in determining the war's
outcome. As depicted by Halberstam, Ho is first and
foremost a nationalist and a patriot. He was also,
according to the author, a pragmatist "who was able
to turn the abstract into the practical and to embody
the concept of revolution to his own people." This
edition includes a new preface by the author.

Zumwalt
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This is an account of how Congress today really
works, and doesn't, that follows the dramatic journey
of the sweeping financial reform bill enacted in
response to the Great Crash of 2008. The founding
fathers expected Congress to be the most important
branch of government and gave it the most power.
When Congress is broken, as its justifiably dismal
approval ratings suggest, so is our democracy. Here,
the author, whose career at The Washington Post has
made him a keen and knowledgeable observer of
Congress, takes us behind the sound bites to expose
the protocols, players, and politics of the House and
Senate, revealing both the triumphs of the system
and (more often) its fundamental flaws. This book
tells the story of the Dodd-Frank Act, named for the
two men who made it possible: Congressman Barney
Frank, brilliant and sometimes abrasive, who
mastered the details of financial reform, and Senator
Chris Dodd, who worked patiently for months to fulfill
his vision of a Senate that could still work on a
bipartisan basis. Both Frank and Dodd collaborated
with the author throughout their legislative efforts
and allowed their staffs to share every step of the
drafting and deal making that produced the
1,500-page law that transformed America's financial
sector. The author explains how lobbying affects a
bill, or fails to. We follow staff members more
influential than most senators and congressmen. We
see how Congress members protect their own turf,
often without regard for what might best serve the
country, moreeager to court television cameras than
legislate on complicated issues about which many of
them remain ignorant. In this book the author shows
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partisanshipAgent
regularly
overwhelms
other considerations, though occasionally individual
integrity prevails.

A Single Spy
Iron Spy
Pham Xuan An was a brilliant journalist and an even
better spy. A friend to all the legendary reporters who
covered the Vietnam War, he was an invaluable
source of news and a font of wisdom on all things
Vietnamese. At the same time, he was a masterful
double agent. An inspired shape-shifter who kept his
cover in place until the day he died, Pham Xuan An
ranks as one of the preeminent spies of the twentieth
century. When Thomas A. Bass set out to write the
story of An’s remarkable career for The New Yorker,
fresh revelations arrived daily during their
freewheeling conversations, which began in 1992. But
a good spy is always at work, and it was not until An’s
death in 2006 that Bass was able to lift the veil from
his carefully guarded story to offer up this fascinating
portrait of a hidden life. A masterful history that reads
like a John le Carré thriller, The Spy Who Loved Us
offers a vivid portrait of journalists and spies at war.

A Clash of Cultures
The author and every male member of his immediate
family served in the Vietnam war. In 1988, his older
brother, Elmo, died from Agent Orange-related
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cancers linked
to his service
as a Swift
commander during the Vietnam war. In a bitter irony,
it was the actions of his father, Admiral Elmo R.
Zumwalt, Jr., in ordering the spraying of Agent Orange
when he commanded all US naval forces in Vietnam
that sealed his brother's fate. People react differently
to grief. For the author, it turned to animosity,
directed against not only the war but also the enemy
against whom we had fought. In 1994, traveling to
Vietnam for the first time since the war, he met with
Vietnamese leaders to discuss the Agent Orange
issue. In doing so, it provided him with the
opportunity to learn about the conflict from the
perspective of those who had fought it on the other
side of the battlefield. As these former enemy
veterans began sharing their personal stories of
hardship and tragedy-one of which was not too
dissimilar from the author's own-he was struck by a
stark realization. As difficult and tragic as the war had
been for Americans who served, it had taken as
much, if not greater, a toll on the Vietnamese. In war,
there are never winners-and Vietnam was no
exception. Returning to Vietnam more than 50 times
to interview hundreds of North Vietnamese Army
(NVA) and Viet Cong (VC) veterans, in addition to
Vietnamese civilians, the author obtained a better
understanding as to the extent of our former enemy's
suffering during that war. The result was a
metamorphosis, which changed his attitude towards a
former foe. "Bare Feet, Iron Will" became the vehicle
by which he shares what this metamorphosis taught
him.In "Bare Feet, Iron Will" are stories of intrigue, of
patience, of ingenuity, of dedication and, most
importantly, about a people with no option other than
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victory. TheseCommunist
stories, share
unique
insights
about the
war. Intriguing insights evolving into odd coincidencessuch as what led a Vietnamese veteran to write a
novel, praised by Western critics, about the war; an
interview where the author would learn the
interviewee had tried to assassinate his father; the
earlier-than-realized first American casualty of the
Vietnam conflict and what that incident would portend
for US involvement. About Vietnam's allies-including
China, a country with which Vietnam has fought in
almost every century and how China sought at times
to give the appearance of helping North Vietnam
while not doing so and North Korea, which pressured
to send pilots to fight the Americans, only to have
Hanoi send the Koreans home, trying to hide their
participation by burying North Korean pilots in an
obscure cemetery.More than a generation after the
war in Vietnam ended, many Americans are still
haunted by its memory. More than thirty-four years
after the fall of Saigon, it is time to better understand
the enemy we fought and the ro1e their "iron will"
played.And with that understanding, hopefully many
may find the healing they seek.

Perfect
“A single spy—in the right place and at the right
moment—may change the course of history.” Alexsi
Ivanovich Smirnov, an orphan and a thief, has been
living by his wits and surviving below the everwatchful eye of the Soviet system until his luck finally
runs out. In 1936, at the age of 16, Alexsi is caught by
the NKVD and transported to Moscow. There, in the
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police,
he is
given a choice: be trained and inserted as a spy into
Nazi Germany under the identity of his best friend,
the long lost nephew of a high ranking Nazi official, or
disappear forever in the basement of the Lubyanka.
For Alexsi, it’s no choice at all. Over the course of the
next seven years, Alexsi has to live his role, that of
the devoted nephew of a high Nazi official, and
ultimately works for the legendary German spymaster
Wilhelm Canaris as an intelligence agent in the
Abwehr. All the while, acting as a double
agent—reporting back to the NKVD and avoiding
detection by the Gestapo. Trapped between the
implacable forces of two of the most notorious
dictatorships in history, and truly loyal to no one but
himself, Alexsi’s goal remains the same—survival. In
1943, Alexsi is chosen by the Gestapo to spearhead
one of the most desperate operations of the war—to
infiltrate the site of the upcoming Tehran conference
between Churchill, Roosevelt, and Stalin, and set
them up to be assassinated. For Alexsi, it’s the
moment of truth; for the rest of the world, the future
is at stake.

Act of Congress
Eddie Chapman was a womaniser, blackmailer and
safecracker. He was also a great hero - the most
remarkable double agent of the Second World War.
Chapman became the only British national ever to be
awarded an Iron Cross for his work for the Reich. He
was also the only German spy ever to be parachuted
into Britain twice. But it was all an illusion: Eddie
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victims in civilian life. He was working for the British
all along. Until now, the full story of Eddie Chapman's
extraordinary exploits has never been told, thwarted
by the Official Secrets Act. Now at last all the
evidence has been released, including Eddie's M15
files, and a complete account of what he achieved is
told in this enthralling book.

Philby; the Spy who Betrayed a
Generation
During the Vietnam War, Time reporter Pham Xuan An
befriended everyone who was anyone in Saigon,
including American journalists such as David
Halberstam and Neil Sheehan, the CIA's William
Colby, and the legendary Colonel Edward
Lansdale—not to mention the most influential
members of the South Vietnamese government and
army. None of them ever guessed that he was also
providing strategic intelligence to Hanoi, smuggling
invisible ink messages into the jungle inside egg rolls.
His early reports were so accurate that General Giap
joked, "We are now in the U.S. war room." For more
than twenty years, An lived a dangerous lie—and no
one knew it because he was a master of both his jobs.
After the war, An was named a Hero of the People's
Army and was promoted to general—one of only two
intelligence officers to ever achieve that rank. In
Perfect Spy, Larry Berman, who An considered his
official American biographer, chronicles the
extraordinary life of one of the twentieth century's
most fascinating spies. In doing so, he offers a new
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Spy Camp
First published by HarperCollinsUS in 1964, this
classic children’s novel has sold over 4 million copies
and was awarded the New York Times Outstanding
Book Award.

The Spy's Son
The definitive biography of the internationally adored
author of The Spy Who Came in from the Cold, Tinker
Tailor Soldier Spy, and A Perfect Spy—arguably one of
the most important and influential writers of the postWorld War II period—by the National Book Critics
Circle Award-winning biographer Adam Sisman. In this
definitive biography—blessed by John le Carré
himself—Adam Sisman reveals the man behind the
bestselling persona. In John le Carré, Sisman shines a
spotlight on David Cornwell, an expert at hiding in
plain sight—“born to lying,” he wrote in 2002, “bred
to it, trained to it by an industry that lies for a living,
practiced in it as a novelist.” Of course, the
pseudonym “John le Carré” has helped to keep the
public at a distance. Sisman probes Cornwell’s
unusual upbringing, abandoned by his mother at the
age of only five and raised by his con man father
(when not in prison), and explores his background in
British intelligence, as well as his struggle to become
a writer, and his personal life. Sisman has benefited
from unfettered access to le Carré’s private archive,
talked to the most important people in his life, and
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is John le
Carré? Intriguing, thorough, and packed with
entertaining detail, this biography will be a treat for
the legions of le Carré fans.

Perfect Chemistry
'At every turn the gripping writing reminds you of a
world of spies and betrayal that was so much a part of
life in post-war Europe Superb from start to finish.'
JEREMY VINE On 3 May 1961, after a trial conducted
largely in secret, a man named George Blake was
sentenced to an unprecedented forty-two years in jail.
At the time few details of his crimes were made
known. By his own confession he was a Soviet spy
and rumours later circulated that his actions had
endangered British agents, but the reasons for such a
severe punishment were never revealed. To the
public, Blake was simply the greatest traitor of the
Cold War. Yet, as Roger Hermiston reveals in this
thrilling new biography, his story touches not only the
depths of treachery, but also the heights of heroism.
In WWII the teenage Blake performed sterling deeds
for the Dutch resistance, before making a dramatic
bid for freedom across Nazi-occupied Europe. Later
recruited by British Intelligence, he quickly earned an
exemplary reputation and was entrusted with building
up the Service’s networks behind the Iron Curtain.
And, following a posting to Seoul, he also suffered for
his adopted country, when captured by North Korean
soldiers at the height of their brutal war with the
South. By the time of his release in 1953, Blake was a
hero, one of the Service’s brightest and best officers.
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Week after week, year after year, Blake was
assiduously gathering all the important documents he
could lay his hands on and passing them to the KGB.
Drawing on hitherto unpublished records from his
trial, new revelations about his dramatic jailbreak
from Wormwood Scrubs, and original interviews with
former spies, friends and the man himself, The
Greatest Traitor sheds new light on this most complex
of characters and presents a fascinating shadow
history of the Cold War.

Agent Zigzag
The Vietnam War was in many ways defined by a civilmilitary divide, an underlying clash between military
and civilian leadership over the conflict's nature,
purpose and results. This book explores the reasons
for that clash--and the results of it. It depicts the
intense and complex relationship between the U.S.
military and its supporters and opponents, and shows
how the ability of the military to prosecute the war
was complicated by its relationship to a civilian state
that interpreted the strategic value, risks, morality,
political costs, and military and political results
according to a different calculus.

The Perfect Actor
The first ever true story told by an MI5 officer - an
explosive, shocking and honest account revealing
never-before-seen detail into MI5's operation. 'I do it
because it is all I know. I'm a hunter of people and I'm
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London, Tom quickly found himself immersed in the
tense world of watching, following and infiltrating
networks of terrorists, spies and foreign agents. It was
a job that took over his life and cost him dear, taking
him to the limit of physical and mental endurance.
Filled with extraordinary accounts of operations that
saved countless lives, Soldier Spy is the only
authentic account by an ex-MI5 officer of the roundthe-clock battle to keep this country safe. __________
'Very well written, gives a startling amount of
operational detail, the biggest shock of all - MI5
agreed to its publication' Sunday Times 'A blistering,
visceral insight into life on the front line against
terror, revealed in remarkable detail' Daily Telegraph
'Startling, absolutely fascinating. A footsoldier's
account out on the street.' Radio 4 'Gripping. One of
the most successful MI5 undercover surveillance
officers of his time' Sun
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